Logo
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Logo

Primary Logo
The primary logo should be the
preference for all logo usage.

Light Background

Dark Background

Logo
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Horizontal Mark
The horizontal mark should only be used
when the full name needs to appear.

Light Background

Dark Background
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Logo

Logo Construction
The GPR logo is made up of two elements,
the brand mark and the wordmark.
The brand mark is made up of the outer circle

Logo mark

and three inner lines.
The wordmark is the text ‘GPR’.

Wordmark

Logo

Logo Clear Space
When determining how much space is to
be used between the GPR logo and another
design element or logo, the space between
can be measured with the wordmark.
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06

Logo

Minimal Logo Size
The GPR logo should not be sized smaller
then 1.5’ on any print or digital designs.
If the logo needs to appear in a smaller
application, then the icon mark may
be utilized.

Minimum Size for Primary Logo: 1.5’

Logo
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Correct Logo
Applications

Primary Use

Secondary Use

Photo with Dark Overlay

Alternative Use

Alternative Use

Photo with Dark Overlay in Corner

Alternative Use

Alternative Use

Logo
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Incorrect Logo
Applications

Bright, unbranded color backgrounds

Muted colors that wash out the logo

Busy background photos without overlays

Recolored with unbranded colors

Stretching and distorting

Color overlays

Outlining the logo

Boxing in the logo

Color

Color

Color Palette
The primary and secondary colors should
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Primary Colors

Primary

Secondary

be the most utilized accent colors
throughout any GPR design.
Both the dark and blue colors can be used

HEX

1138A5

HEX

7D8FFC

RGB

17 56 165

RGB

125 143 252

CMYK 99 90 0 0

CMYK 53 44 0 0

as backgrounds, color blocks and overlays
in designs. Because of its energy and
brightness, the primary and secondary,

Additional Colors

should be used as an accent to lead the
eye throughout the design.
The specified additional colors should

Blue

Dark

Gray

be used for text, to bring more contrast

HEX

041022

HEX

051835

HEX

40475B

and visual interest.

RGB

4 16 43

RGB

5 24 53

RGB

64 71 91

CMYK 87 77 56 74

CMYK 97 85 47 61

CMYK 77 67 44 31

Light Gray

Light Purple

No other solid colors should be used
in any GPR design.

HEX

D5D5E2

HEX

F1F1FB

RGB

213 213 226

RGB

241 241 251

CMYK 15 12 4 0

CMYK 4 3 0 0

Typography

Typography
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Primary Fonts

Libre Franklin
Libre Franklin can be used for headers, subheaders,
and some copy. Use Libre Franklin as headers and
subheaders when the texts are 25px or more in size.

Medium

Libre Franklin is available via Google Fonts

ABCDEFGHIJKLMnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 !@#$%^&*()

Primary Fonts

Montserrat
Montserrat is meant to be used for body copy
as it is clean and highly legible. Keep it 25px or
less on digital platforms.
Montserrat is available via Google Fonts

Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 !@#$%^&*()

Typography

Alternative Fonts

Verdana
Verdana is a replacement wordmark family
for Libre Franklin. Use Verdana as headers
and subheaders when the texts are 25px
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Aa

or more in size.

Regular

Verdana is a system font.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 !@#$%^&*()

Alternative Fonts

Helvetica
Helvetica is a replacement system font
for Montserrat. It is meant to be used
for body copy. Keep it 25px or less
on digital platforms.
Helvetica is a system font.

Aa
Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 !@#$%^&*()

Typography
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Print

Example Pairings

Pinpoint accuracy-even in the
most challenging conditions

These are some examples of typographic

GPR is pioneering the most accurate and reliable

pairs for print and web.

vehicle positioning system at scale today
By using an ultra-wide band radar to create a 3-D map of the road’s
unique subsurface signatures, our product provides a solution to
the automotive industry’s obstacles surrounding automated driving
in less than ideal conditions including inclement weather, poorly
marked road surfaces weak GPS signals, and off-road terrain.

Libre Franklin

Libre Franklin

Montserrat

Web

Headline + Body Copy (Title / H3)

Pinpoint accuracy-even in the
most challenging conditions
GPR is pioneering the most accurate and reliable
vehicle positioning system at scale today

Headline + Body Copy (H2 / Paragraph)

Pinpoint accuracy-even in the most challenging conditions
GPR is pioneering the most accurate and reliable vehicle positing system at scale today

Typography
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Downloading and
Installing Fonts
Click here to download Libre Franklin
Click here to download Montserrat
On Windows
1 Click Start, and then click Run.
2 Type the following command, and then click OK: %windir%\fonts
3 On the File menu, click Install New Font.
4 In the Drives box, click the drive that contains the Libre Franklin and
Montserrat (you will only be able to install one font at a time)
5 In the folders box, click the folder that contains the font that you want
to add, and then click OK.
6 In the List of fonts box, click the font that you want to add. To select more than
one font at a time, press and hold the CTRL key while you select each font.
7 Click to select the Copy Fonts To Fonts Folder check box. The new font is saved
in the Windows\Fonts folder.
8 Click OK.
On Mac
1 Use Finder or Spotlight to find and launch Font Book.
2 Go to the app menu bar at the top and click Font Book > Preferences.
3 Use drop-down to change the default location from User to Computer.
4 Find and open the folder of Libre Franklin and Montserrat (again, you will
only be able to install one at a time).
5 In this folder, double-click on a file ending with ‘.ttf’ or ‘.ttc’ or ‘.otf.’
6 Click the ‘Install Font’ button on the Font Book pop-up.

Libre Franklin font download on Mac

Visual Elements

Visual Elements

Photography
Photography used in association with
GPR’s brand should showcase, modern
vehicles and overlay effects that convey
the technology of a self driving car.
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Example Photography

Visual Elements
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Design
Logo placed in upper left
hand corner for visibility

Call to action in upper right
hand corner for visibility

Header in Libre Franklin
Medium weight, color white

Sharp clean image with
dark overlay for easy
reading of the header
Subheader in Libre
Franklin Medium
weight, secondary color

Two accent colors utilized
to draw the eye but signify
different links

Photography introduced
for visual interest and
connection with industry

Dark background for sleek
modern appearance

Image with dark overlayed
used to signify new
section and create more
visual interest

BRAND GUIDELINES
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